
APROP

Temporary Social Housing in Your Neighbourhood



Housing is a basic necessity

Source: in-house from Housing and Urban Development

Secretary’s office data and INCASOL. 

In Barcelona, and throughout Catalonia and Spain, the historic 

backlog in terms of housing, as well as state legislation that 

encourages speculation, make access to housing difficult. 

After decades of promoting housing as an investment asset 

and house-buying through taking out mortgage, hundreds of 

thousands of people have been evicted from their home 

following the collapse of the property boom.

In Barcelona, less than 2% of housing is public. The

European average is between 15 and 20%.

Over the past decade central government budgets have cut 

investment in housing by 70%, down to 0.029% of GDP. In 

contrast, European countries with a long history of housing 

devote 1.5% of GDP. 0€
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Evolution of rental price
in Barcelona, 2005-2017

The annual rental price in Barcelona has 

surged a 27,5% in the last three years

(2014-2017). 
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The battle for housing

3

Barcelona City Council has promoted a battery of 

measures to combat evictions and expand the public 

rental stock:

• By 2021 we will have doubled the public rental stock.

• We are sanctioning banks who keep flats vacant.

• Families at risk of eviction attended to by the City 

Council have increased by 246% in the past three 

years. At the same time, help for the homeless has 

been reinforced through “Housing First”.

• According to legal data, over the past three years 

evictions in Barcelona have gone down by 22%.

We have also launched innovative solutions to expand the 

supply of accessible housing such as APROP and boost 

metropolitan measures such as the Metropolitan Housing 

Observatory and the metropolitan operator.

We believe that housing is

much more than a basic right: 

we want it to become a public

service such as education, 

health or pensions. The rest of 

the public policies lose sense if 

neighbours can not afford to live 

in their neighbourhoods.

If we lose our

neighbours, the rest of 

our public policies

don’t make sense.
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Temporary Social Housing in Your Neighbourhood (APROP)

We need to think of solutions that allow us to 

solve the problem of residents being unable to 

remain in their neighbourhoods as quickly as 

possible, incorporating the technological 

innovations available and taking organisations, 

residents and other city agents into account. 

This has given rise to:

APROP (Allotjaments de Proximitat

Provisionals – Temporary Social 

Housing in your Neighbourhood), a 

new social housing model with 

fast, sustainable, high-quality 

construction, which aims to 

prevent residents from being forced 

out of their neighbourhoods.
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What are they?

This is an innovative initiative in Barcelona with

the aim of meeting the urgent need for public

housing quickly and near to the place of residence. 

The measure follows the successful examples of 

similar projects in other cities around the world. 

CPH Village – Copenhaguen | Photo: Niklas Adrian Vindelev

Cité A Docks – Le Havre | Photo: Vincent Fillon

Keetwonen – Amsterdam | Photo: Christian Lutz, Tempohousing
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What are they like?

The industrialised construction system used in 

APROP allows for faster, cleaner and more sustainable construction that guarantees quality, comfort, and 

energy efficiency and savings.

The modularity means that they can be grouped, combined and assembled in series of complete, short, 

customised and easily transportable pieces. This also allows each project to be endowed with identity and 

singularity, and adapted to their environment.
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Where will they be built?

The APROP will be placed on empty sites awaiting occupation by housing or facilities, and will be 

distributed around the different neighbourhoods of the 10 city districts. 

The temporary use of these vacant sites allows people in need of housing to live near to their usual place 

of residence, to guarantee their right to the neighbourhood and help them to put down roots.

How long does it take to build them?

APROP reduces the construction time to a 

period of between three and five months, and 

therefore makes it possible for the right to 

housing to be guaranteed in less time.
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Who will live there?

APROP will offer temporary housing to 

residents with various profiles: single people, 

couples or families with dependent children, who 

are having problems accessing housing in the 

area they are from, and who are registered on 

the Barcelona Social Housing Applicants 

Register, and people who find themselves in a 

vulnerable situation at home.

Are they open to the

neighbourhood?

The occupation of empty plots allows the neighbourhood

to make the most of them.

Apart from their residential function, APROP is 

understood as the construction of communities of 

residents open to the neighbourhood. Therefore each 

project includes different spaces, on the ground floor and 

on the roofs, which enrich and knit into the 

neighbourhood fabric. 
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Are they sustainable?

Various aspects encourage sustainable 

building behaviour, including a lower 

environmental impact, thanks to prioritising the 

use of recycled materials; energy savings and 

efficiency both in their construction and through 

their production of their own energy; green roofs 

and vegetable gardens; and cladding with 

ventilated façades that create double skins.

In addition, when the modules that make up the 

different APROP projects reach the end of their 

useful life, they can be used in definitive works 

and, finally, they can be recycled.
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It has been equipped with functional, versatile 

furniture and has been designed so that there is 

as much free space as possible, achieving 

similar, and in some cases more, comfort 

than in a conventional house.

The large windows permit the entrance of much 

natural light and cross-ventilation, and the heating 

and cooling system with underfloor heating keeps it 

warm in winter and cool in summer.

1 bedroom flat

It is designed for one person 

or for a couple and consists of a living-

dining room, kitchen, bathroom and 

bedroom with balcony.
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1 bedroom flat
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Just as in the simple flat, 

thermal, acoustic and 

lighting comfort is assured 

thanks to high-quality and 

efficient electrical and 

inulation systems and 

layout.

The flats have been 

designed according to 

accessibility criteria and 

a percentage of the total 

will be adapted for people 

with reduced mobility.

2 bedroom flat
It is designed for families of between three and four members and consists of a 

living-dining room, kitchen, bathroom, ample storage space and two bedrooms 

with balcony. 
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2 bedroom flat
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1- EL GÒTIC (Ciutat Vella) 

4 two-bedroom flats and 8 one-bedroom flats in

a 186,43 m2 site located by les Rambles.

2019 – The first 3 APROP 

buildings

04 Next steps



2- LA BORDETA

(Sants-Montjuïc) 

40 apartments (32 two-bedroom flats) in a 689 m2 
site within the industrial premises of Can Batlló. 

2019 – The first 3 APROP 

buildings

04 Next steps



3- GLÒRIES (Sant Martí)

42 apartments (35 two-bedroom flats) in a 998,48 m2 
site in El Parc i la Llacuna del Poblenou.

2019 – The first 3 APROP 

buildings

04 Next steps




